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Context: Social groups and roles

“The individual has as many social egos as there are
different social groups and strata with which he is
connected.” (Sorokin, 1962)



Context: Social groups and roles

Definition

“A social group is any number of people who share common goals
and/or beliefs.” (wikipedia)



Context: Military training

Live Virtual Constructive

Live: real people, real systems

Virtual: real people, simulated systems

Constructive: simulated people, simulated systems

House search case

Live: real soldiers, ‘real’ house & gun

Virtual: real soldiers, projected interior

Constructive: simulated locals, simulated interior



Research questions

Question 1

How can we model roles of social groups and define agents whose
behavior reflects a combination of several (possibly conflicting)
roles?

Question 2

How can an agent decide between conflicting goals from different
roles and which factors affect this decision-making?

Question 3

Does an agent, created using the model described in this research,
produce convincing behavior for the social groups it is related to?



Model

Role prototype

Definition of role in social group

Inspired by EMA (Solomon et al., 2008)
and CEMA (Bulitko et al., 2008)

Agent

Combination of role prototypes



Model: Role prototype

Role prototype contains:

Beliefs

States

Intrinsic utility

wife name curiosity
-1



Model: Role prototype

Role prototype contains:

Beliefs

States

Plans

Preconditions, actions

open door

door open
false

move_to(door)

open(door)



Model: Role prototype

Role prototype contains:

Beliefs

States

Plans

Action effects

Action, effect, state

Observation inferences

veil +0.4 decency
+3

open(door) curiosity
-1

-0.8



Model: Role prototype

Militia - soldier

open(door)

get(weapon) threat
-3

weapon

get weapon

weapon
false

move_to(weapon)
-0.2

get(weapon)

+0.4

shoot(enemy)
-0.8

enemy present
shoot

move_to(weapon)



Model: Agent

Agent contains:

Role prototypes

Modifiers
Static, dynamic

Initial configuration

Abdullah

Person - adult 1

Family - man 1

Islam - man 1

Militia - soldier 1

threat
0.0

curiosity
0.0

door open
false

weapon
false

enemy present
false



Model: Observation processing
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Model: Plan deliberation (1)

Agent

B

Prototype 1

P

Prototype 2

P

PA

P’A
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Model: Plan deliberation (2)

Agent
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Model: Plan deliberation (3)

Agent
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Implementation

Jadex

Framework for modeling agents

Combination of Java and XML

Interface

Virtual Battlespace 2

South Park interface



Evaluation: Instantiation (1)

Table: Relevant states and their intrinsic utilities

Person Person Family Family Islam Militia
adult child man woman woman soldier

threat --- --- ---

threat family -- ---

curiosity -- --

decency +++



Evaluation: Instantiation (2)

Table: Plans and their conditions and actions

Plan Prototype Condition Actions

open door Person - adult door open: false move to(door)
open(door)

protect wife Family - man wife present: true move to(wife)
protect(wife)

get weapon Militia - soldier weapon: false move to(weapon)
get(weapon)

shoot Militia - soldier enemy present: true shoot(enemy)



Evaluation: Instantiation (3)

Table: Actions and their action effects

Person Family Militia
adult man soldier

open(door) curiosity: --- threat: ++

protect(family) threat family: --

get(weapon) threat: -

shoot(*) threat family: +++

shoot(enemy) threat: ---



Evaluation: Instantiation (4)

Table: Observations and their inferences

Person Family Militia
adult man soldier

knock(door) curiosity: +++ threat: +

open(door) curiosity: --- threat: ++

door open: true

see(soldier) threat: + threat family: + threat: +++

enemy present: true

get(weapon) threat: -



Evaluation: Instantiation (5)

Table: Agents and their prototypes
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Prototypes

Person - adult X X X X X
Person - child X
Family - man X X

Family - woman X
Family - empty X
Islam - woman X
Islam - empty X X X

Person - soldier X X X



Evaluation: Demonstration

demonstration



Evaluation: Demo (1)



Evaluation: Demo (2)



Evaluation: Demo (3)



Conclusion

Agents incorporating different role prototypes are able to
produce behavior stemming from 1 or multiple of its social
groups.

Actions are decided based on a weighted average of the
expected results, affected by either personal modifiers or
context related modifiers.

Whether or not this behavior is convincing requires further
research and a more comprehensive instantiation.



Questions & remarks
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